


Strategic planning process

Our planning process began in 2022 with a Community Assessment that 
examined Greater New Braunfels’ growth and competitiveness, combining input 
with original research to help identify potential threats and opportunities that 
deserve our attention and investment.



Community assessment



About the data



Population dynamics
What influenced our emergence as one of the fastest-
growing communities in the country?

% change

New Braunfels 57%

San Antonio MSA 19%

Austin MSA 33%

Texas 16%

United States 7%

Top sources of net migration 
Comal County 2015-2019

Bexar County 8,682

Harris County 1,645

Guadalupe County 1,520

Hay County 1,495

Travis County 593



Population 
dynamics
How are we growing and 
changing as a community? 
What do these trends imply 
for our future?

% of Adults w/ Bachelor’s Degree or Above 
(2014-2019)



Population dynamics
How are we growing and changing as a community? 
What do these trends imply for our future?

From 2014 – 2019, total population 
growth in the City (38%) was roughly 
three times (3.2) that of the 
megaregion (12%).


By looking at what ages the growth 
is highest, it is clear that New 
Braunfels has premier appeal to 
families with children.


406 average annual population 
growth for 5-10 year olds (14-19).



Quality of Life: Resident Perspectives
What drives our appeal to residents? What threats to our 
attractiveness might exist?

“Please evaluate the attractiveness of the following attributes of the community's quality of life 
as they relate to your happiness and satisfaction as a resident or worker in New Braunfels.”





Top outbound occupations
Who is leaving our community each day for work?

Occupation Net outflow Avg earnings

Business operations 518 $77,431

Computer occupations 456 $84,660

Postsecondary teachers 338 $67,929

Other management occupations 238 $80,367

Financial specialists 219 $77,726

Engineers 197 $97,196





Strategic plan



Vision
When speaking with businesses, 
residents, and community leaders, it 
was clear that we needed a 
compelling economic vision that 
aligned with our community vision. 
These visions are interrelated and 
require a development vision to 
achieve them.



Strategic priorities

1. Attract quality jobs in target industries


2. Create competitive office and industrial spaces


3. Support the success of startups 


4. Align and optimize the workforce


5. Improve mobility and transportation options


6. Execute proactive land use & development strategies















Public-private partnership



Why a public-private partnership?

To maximize alignment across each organization (Chamber, 
EDF, EDC, City, NBU, County), their operational planning, 
and their budgeting. 

Confluence is a public-private partnership managed by the Chamber. Through 
operating agreements, the Chamber provides the staff infrastructure for the 
partnership and its core operations.




Economic Development Corporation
Type B

The EDC is a corporation at the City of New Braunfels whose revenue is derived 
from a 3/8 cent sales tax. The NBEDC is led by a board of directors appointed 
by City Council and is staffed jointly by the Chamber and the economic 
development department of the city.


What is the EDC’s role? 
To invest in New Braunfels’ economic development and quality of life “product”. 
The proactive alignment of investments with the plan will be critical to success.



Economic Development Foundation

The EDF is a 501c3 nonprofit founded in 2005 to generate private sectors 
dollars to compliment public sector resources. Through its board of directors 
and operating agreement with the Chamber, the EDF also ensures private sector 
accountability in economic development.


The target for private sector investment in Confluence is $750,000 per year.



Campaign timeline

• 2022


• Assessment


• Planning


• 2023-2027 - Implementation


• 2025 - Mid-course assessment


• 2027 - Planning for next cycle



Questions


